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1.In which three situations can you use a data transform? (Choose Three) 
A. To set the destination location as the arrival location 
B. To create a new property after case creation 
C. To set the default arrival date to five days in the future 
D. To copy the first and last name properties into a single property value 
E. To perform an action that allows the user to update a reservation 
Answer: A C D 
 
2.In which scenario is it appropriate to use a layout group? 
A. A view displays four columns when viewed on a tablet and two columns on a mobile device. 
B. A view displays a table with course information, including a description, duration, and cost. 
C. A view displays a text field if the user selects a checkbox to opt in to provide feedback. 
D. A view displays address, contact, and payment information in a series of tabs. 
Answer: D 
 
3.An order form provides four options from which customers select one option. 
According to best practice, which of the following two UI control types can be used to minimize clutter on 
the order form? (Choose Two) 
A. Dropdown 
B. Checkbox 
C. Radio buttons 
D. Autocomplete 
Answer: A C 
 
4.In which two situations do you configure local data storage? (Choose Two) 
A. Defining valid values for a property 
B. Caching data retrieved from an external system 
C. Storing reference data as part of the application 
D. Saving case data in an application 
Answer: B C 
 
5.As part of the case design, after someone completes a purchase, the application should send a 
confirmation email. 
How do you design the case life cycle to send the email? 
A. As part of the stage configuration 
B. As an alternate stage 
C. As part of the case configuration 
D. As a separate process step 
Answer: D 
 
 


